The present paper aims to gain deeper insight into the evolution of secondary flows in open channel bend. A U-shaped open channel with long straight inflow/outflow reaches was used for experiments. Efforts were made to precisely specify flow conditions and to achieve high precision measurement of quasi-three-dimensional velocities with a multi-pass, two-dimensional PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) method. The experimental results show that the flow begins to redistribute before entering the bend and it takes a long distance to re-establish to uniform conditions after exiting the bend. Complex secondary flow patterns were found to be present in the bend, as well as in the straight inflow and outflow reaches. A "self-breaking" (process was identified, which correlates stream-wise velocity with the intensity of flow circulation.
Introduction
Complex flow patterns exist in open channel bends and they play important roles in alluvial and ecological processes. Curvature-induced secondary flows, for instance, occur as an intrinsic balance between the centrifugal force and the pressure gradient due to water surface tilting. These secondary flows act to redistribute bulk velocity, alter sediment transport, shape bar-pool topography, enhance mass mixing, increase energy loss, and reduce conveyance capacity of the channel [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
There have been abundant experimental studies on secondary flow in open channel bends. In particular, two important issues were repeatedly addressed: the strength of the secondary flow [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and the interaction between the secondary flow pattern and the main flow [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Miao et al. [12] reported that, depending on the bend curvature, the normalized magnitude of the secondary flow grows linearly or un-linearly with the ratio of flow depth over bend radius. The Reynolds number was found to play an important role in shaping the secondary flow [11] , and the maximum secondary flow strength occurred at the second half of the bend [13] . Roca et al. [14] observed that the maximum vorticity increases along a curved channel from the bend entry until the cross-sections from 40 • to 60 • . Ramamurthy et al. [15] found that bends with vanes exhibit a lower intensity of secondary flow.
Experiments on the interaction between main flow and secondary flow show that the transverse transport of main flow momentum by the secondary circulation is the principal cause of velocity redistribution, and the deflection of the maximum velocity toward the outer wall of the channel occurs at the cross-section where the secondary flow reaches its maximum strength [11, [16] [17] [18] 20] . Particularly, two parameters for the total additional secondary flow term have been defined and examined for their impact on velocity distributions [17] .
An extensive literature review also reveals the lack of a reliable quantitative description of the secondary flow along the entire channel. The insufficiency of previous experimental studies can be attributed to three aspects.
Firstly, the limitation in instrumentation hinders precise measurement in some important flow areas. For instance, experiments with ADV/ADVP (Acoustic Doppler Velocity/Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profiler) fail to sample the near-surface and near-bed flow regions [6, 13] , making it difficult, if not impossible, to explore the number and position of secondary flow cells at each cross-section [17, 21] . Other instruments, e.g., velocity meter PROPLER [20] and P-EMS velocimeter [18] , are unable to provide three components of a velocity vector. The popularization of PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) in fluid mechanics shows promise as being a better instrumentation for measurement of curved flows [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In particular, some novel multi-pass window deformation approaches have been used to improve the performance of PIV in measurement of various flows [27] [28] [29] .
Secondly, the experimental design in most curved flow studies is insufficient for a closer observation of the evolution of the flow along the entire channel, including the bend and the straight inflow/outflow reaches. Some experiments either examined merely one cross-section [4, 17, 30] or used too long a distance between cross-sections to track the evolution of secondary patterns [11] . In the studies by Blanckaert [31] , Vaghefi et al. [13] , Abhari et al. [18] , Bai et al. [11] , Zeng et al. [32] , and Booij [30] , velocity measurements did not cover the straight inflow or outflow reaches at all.
Thirdly, the influence of the straight inflow/outflow reaches on the secondary flow receives little attention. The inflow/outflow reaches are often short, e.g., only 2 m long compared with a 3.77 m bend in the study by Bai et al. [11] . The curved flume used by Blanckaert [33] has no straight outflow reach at all. The influence of the inflow/outflow reaches still remains unclear, and as a result, the evolution of secondary flow in the bend involves much ambiguity. Some quantitative guidelines obtained by previous studies introduced too many assumptions [12] .
To further investigate the evolution of secondary flow in open channel bend, a U-shaped bend with long straight inflow/outflow reaches has been designed and experiments have been conducted. In particular, the paper aims to illustrate the characteristics of the secondary flow at simple but precisely specified conditions to avoid possible ambiguity.
The paper has the following objectives:
(1) To set up a well-designed experimental system that facilitates accurate specification of flow conditions and detailed observation of the three components of flow velocity in a U-shaped open channel flume with long straight inflow/outflow reaches. The experimental design effectively eliminates ambiguity in both the inflow and the outflow reaches and enhances measurement reliability. (2) To report and interpret detailed and high-quality data on the secondary flow, with focus on the distribution of the main flow, the topography of water surface, and the evolution of the circulation cells. (3) To present high-quality data on the secondary flows that may be used for validation and calibration of numerical schemes.
Experimental Set-Up and Methods

U-Shaped Flume
Experiments were conducted to investigate flow properties in a U-shaped flume with a 180 • bend. Focus was given to the evolution of secondary flows along the entire channel.
The flume, sketched in Figure 1a , was built with a glass bed and glass side walls. It had a width (B) of 0.3 m, a length along the centerline of approximately 26 m, and a centerline curvature radius (R c ) of 1.5 m. The bend, with a ratio of R c /B = 5, falls into the category of medium bend [8] . The straight inflow and outflow reaches are both 10 m long, more than twice the length of the bend (center line 4.7 m). A honeycomb was placed at the flume entry to stabilize the flow and attenuate initial large-scale Water 2019, 11, 659 3 of 15 flow structures. A rolling shutter as a tail gate helps to control the water level. The overall stream-wise channel slope is adjustable, but it was fixed at S = 0.001 in the present study.
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Flow discharge was measured and controlled by an electromagnetic flow meter. Water surface elevations along the flume were automatically recorded with 20 ultrasonic sensors (red dots in Figure  1a ) placed at 15 cross-sections. At each cross-section in the bend (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°), two sensors were used to monitor the difference in the water level along the span-wise direction. The ultrasonic sensors have a measuring range of 20-200 mm and a measuring error of ±0.2 mm. Real-time monitoring of discharge and water depth facilitates quick stabilization of the flow to steady and uniform conditions. Note that these ultrasonic sensors were used only to monitor the flow rather than to record the water level for further analysis. More precise measurements of water level were achieved with manual point gauge.
Flow
The flow in the straight inflow/outflow reaches was kept steady and uniform during the experiment. Table 1 shows the hydraulic parameters based on measurements at the cross-section −4.5, 4.5 m upstream of the bend entry. The Reynolds number and Froude number in the straight reaches were 14,917 and 0.557, respectively.
The flow in the experiment is sub-critical, thus the bend plays an important role on the secondary circulation and exerts influence on the inflow by upstream propagation. For sub-critical flows, such influence will diminish.
A water depth of H = 6 cm was used in the experiment, and the corresponding hydraulic radius was R = 4.29 cm. The straight reach of the flume is about 233 R, sufficiently long for the flow to fully develop compared with previous studies by Odgarrd and Bergs [34] and Yen [35] , which recommended a straight length of 52 R and 100 R, respectively. Real-time monitoring of discharge and water depth facilitates quick stabilization of the flow to steady and uniform conditions. Note that these ultrasonic sensors were used only to monitor the flow rather than to record the water level for further analysis. More precise measurements of water level were achieved with manual point gauge.
A water depth of H = 6 cm was used in the experiment, and the corresponding hydraulic radius was R = 4.29 cm. The straight reach of the flume is about 233 R, sufficiently long for the flow to fully develop compared with previous studies by Odgarrd and Bergs [34] and Yen [35] , which recommended a straight length of 52 R and 100 R, respectively. B is flume width, Q is flow discharge, S is bed slope, H is flow depth, R = BH/(B + 2H) is hydraulic radius, g is gravitational acceleration, U f = Q/(BH) is cross-averaged stream-wise velocity, Re = UR/ν is Reynolds number, Fr = U/(gH) (1/2) is Froude number, Re* = u*R/ν is shear Reynolds number, u* = gRJ is shear velocity, J is hydraulic slope.
Measurements
Measurements of water levels and velocity distribution were conducted by means of point gauge and PIV, respectively.
Water surface was measured by manual point gauge with an accuracy of ±0.02 mm at 25 cross-sections (denoted by blue dot lines in Figure 1a) within the entire flume. Information on these 25 cross-sections is given in Table 2 . The cross-sections in the straight reaches are denoted by their distance from bend entry (inflow, with minus sign) or from bend exit (outflow, with plus sign), and sections within the bends are denoted by their central angles in degree. For each cross-section, thirteen water depths in the span-wise direction were obtained, and their locations are n = 0, ±3, ±6, ±9, ±12, ±13, and ±14 cm, respectively. Note that the coordinate origin was set at the bottom of the mid-span plane of the channel (see Figure 1a) at each cross section. Thirteen locations within the width (B = 30 cm) of the channel have been measured for each cross-section (shown in Figure 1b ).
A PIV system was employed to measure velocity distributions at 13 cross-sections (green lines in Figure 1a At each cross-section, images in the s-z plane were recorded at eleven span-wise locations, i.e., n = 0, ±3, ±6, ±9, ±12, and ±14 (Figure 1b) , to investigate velocity distributions of the stream-wise and vertical components. The image plane, which is normal to the channel bed and parallel to flume wall, is about 8 mm in the stream-wise direction and 6 cm in the vertical direction.
The laser and camera were placed vertically and horizontally, respectively, as shown in Figure 2a . To facilitate operation, a frame was designed with a gear system through which both the laser and the camera can be flexibly adjusted and precisely positioned.
Measurements at the s-n plane were achieved by exchanging the positions of the laser and the camera, as shown in Figure 2b . Images at seven layers were recorded, i.e., z/H = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively (see Figure 1b) . Thus, the stream-wise and span-wise velocity distributions at seven different vertical locations were obtained. A combination of measurements at both s-z and s-n planes provides three-component velocity data in a 11 × 7 grid. The PIV system uses a continuous wave laser (8 W) at 532 nm for illumination (laser sheet 1 mm thick). The flow was seeded manually with spherical polyamide particles with a density of 1.03 × 10 3 kg/m 3 and a mean diameter of 5 µ m. Particle images were recorded at a frame rate of 500 Hz by an 8-bit 2560 × 1920 pixel high-speed CMOS camera with a Canon EF 50 mm f/1.2 USM lens. Each measurement yields a sample of 15,000 images for analysis, corresponding to a sampling interval of 30 s. The image sizes are 96 pixels × 1120 pixels in Figure 2a , and 2192 pixel × 88 pixel in Figure 2b . Particle images were analyzed using a multi-pass, iterative multi-grid window deformation method. For grid refinement, the following sequence of the interrogation window size in terms of pixel was used: 64 × 64, 32 × 32, and 16 × 16. There is an overlap of 50% in the horizontal direction of the window. Details of the PIV algorithms can be found in Chen et al. [36] and Zhong et al. [37] .
As the measurements were conducted in repeated experiments, the repeatability is essential for the validity of the measurements. This was ensured by using a sufficiently large water reservoir to minimize discharge fluctuation, carefully positioning the laser device and camera, and precisely establishing the flow with fixed depth and energy gradient. Comparison of water depth, energy slope, and velocity distribution in the vertical has indicated that the influence of environment change on measurement repeatability was negligible.
Methods for Data Analysis
Ensemble Average
It is worth noting that the current PIV measurements cannot be used to reconstruct the instantaneous three-dimensional velocity field (or the instantaneous vorticity field) because they refer to different instants. The quasi-3D information of the velocity field is achieved through ensemble average.
For each case, a total number of 15,000 consecutive images were captured at a frame rate of 500 Hz. Previous experience has indicated that such a sample size/interval is sufficient for statistical analysis of mean velocity [36, 37] . Based on these instantaneous velocity (u, v, w) samples, the mean velocities (U, V, W) and fluctuating velocity components (u', v', w') were calculated through ensemble average. Examination of the results against the log-law velocity profile and the linear Reynolds stress profile has shown that the data are adequate to evaluate overall properties of the flow.
Data Interpolation
Based on water level measurements at 25 cross-sections, a linear interpolation function has been applied within the bend at an interval of 4.5°.
At each PIV measurement cross-section, based on the three-dimensional velocities at a 7 × 11 grid obtained by matching the s-z plane velocity and s-n plane velocity, an interpolation for the mean velocity has been made to get a final velocity field at a 27 × 57 grid for further analysis. The PIV system uses a continuous wave laser (8 W) at 532 nm for illumination (laser sheet 1 mm thick). The flow was seeded manually with spherical polyamide particles with a density of 1.03 × 10 3 kg/m 3 and a mean diameter of 5 µm. Particle images were recorded at a frame rate of 500 Hz by an 8-bit 2560 × 1920 pixel high-speed CMOS camera with a Canon EF 50 mm f/1.2 USM lens. Each measurement yields a sample of 15,000 images for analysis, corresponding to a sampling interval of 30 s. The image sizes are 96 pixels × 1120 pixels in Figure 2a , and 2192 pixel × 88 pixel in Figure 2b . Particle images were analyzed using a multi-pass, iterative multi-grid window deformation method. For grid refinement, the following sequence of the interrogation window size in terms of pixel was used: 64 × 64, 32 × 32, and 16 × 16. There is an overlap of 50% in the horizontal direction of the window. Details of the PIV algorithms can be found in Chen et al. [36] and Zhong et al. [37] .
Methods for Data Analysis
Ensemble Average
Data Interpolation
Based on water level measurements at 25 cross-sections, a linear interpolation function has been applied within the bend at an interval of 4.5 • .
At each PIV measurement cross-section, based on the three-dimensional velocities at a 7 × 11 grid obtained by matching the s-z plane velocity and s-n plane velocity, an interpolation for the mean velocity has been made to get a final velocity field at a 27 × 57 grid for further analysis. 
Calculation of Secondary Flow Strength
Secondary flows at channel bends can be conveniently visualized with velocity vectors and streamlines [13, 18, 26, 38, 39] . A more detailed description, however, necessitates the introduction of a quantitative parameter, such as vorticity [4, 8, 10, 13, 21, 40, 41] .
The stream-wise component of the instantaneous vorticity vector can be calculated as follows:
where v and w represent instantaneous span-wise and vertical velocity respectively, as defined in Figure 1 . Obviously, v = V + v', where V represents averaged span-wise velocity and v' represents fluctuating velocity. However, v can be decomposed into a translator part, v n , called instantaneous depth-averaged span-wise velocity, and a circulatory part v*, called the span-wise component of the secondary flow as well as v = v n + v*.
The vorticity provides a good basis for the analysis of transverse circulation. Figure 3 shows contour maps of the vector representations of averaged stream-wise velocity, U, at ten cross-sections. It is obvious that the flow is symmetrical in the straight inflow reach (cross-sections −4.5 and −0.9), deflects to the inner bank in the bend (cross-section 10 • ) before transferring to the outer bank (cross-sections 60 • , 90 • , 120 • , and 169 • ), and tends to reconstruct symmetry after exiting the bend in the outflow reach. Note that the flow resumes symmetry at cross-section 38 • , a transition cross-section where the main flow achieves balance between the inner and outer banks. 
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Secondary flows at channel bends can be conveniently visualized with velocity vectors and streamlines [13, 18, 26, 38, 39] . A more detailed description, however, necessitates the introduction of a quantitative parameter, such as vorticity [4, 8, 10, 13, 21, [40] [41] .
where v and w represent instantaneous span-wise and vertical velocity respectively, as defined in Figure 1 . Obviously, v = V + v', where V represents averaged span-wise velocity and v' represents fluctuating velocity. However, v can be decomposed into a translator part, vn, called instantaneous depth-averaged span-wise velocity, and a circulatory part v*, called the span-wise component of the secondary flow as well as v = vn + v*.
The vorticity provides a good basis for the analysis of transverse circulation. Figure 3 shows contour maps of the vector representations of averaged stream-wise velocity, U, at ten cross-sections. It is obvious that the flow is symmetrical in the straight inflow reach (crosssections −4.5 and −0.9), deflects to the inner bank in the bend (cross-section 10°) before transferring to the outer bank (cross-sections 60°, 90°, 120°, and 169°), and tends to reconstruct symmetry after exiting the bend in the outflow reach. Note that the flow resumes symmetry at cross-section 38°, a transition cross-section where the main flow achieves balance between the inner and outer banks. A detailed and quantitative description of the maximum stream-wise velocity, Umax, is given in Figure 4 , in terms of both magnitude and position. A detailed and quantitative description of the maximum stream-wise velocity, U max , is given in Figure 4 , in terms of both magnitude and position.
Bulk Flow Distribution
The magnitude of U max , as can be seen in Figure 4a , shows a general decreasing trend when the flow enters the bend, reaches its minimum at cross-section 90 • , and then turns to increase in the cross-sections well after the bend. At cross-section +1.0, however, U max exhibits an unexpected rise over that in the straight inflow reach. This phenomenon may be due to the sudden change of the water level, which creates a positive stream-wise gradient near the outer bank and a negative one near the inner bank.
From the vertical position of U max in Figure 4b , one can see that the maximum velocity occurs at the water surface in both the straight inflow and outflow reaches. In the channel bend, however, the flow sinks, resulting in a submersion of the maximum velocity well below the water surface. This is particularly noticeable in the central reach of the bend (60 • -169 • ). After the bend, cross-section +1.0 witnesses a rise of water surface followed by a gradual decrease.
The change in the span-wise position of U max , in Figure 4c , is consistent with established knowledge of curved flows. The flow starts to go toward the inner bank at cross-sections −0.9 and 10 • , turns to the outer bank in the rest of the bend, and keeps left-deviated even in the straight outflow reach. It is interesting that the maximum deviation occurs at cross-section +1.0, i.e., 1.0 m away from the bend exit. This indicates that the flow needs a sufficiently long way to re-establish itself to uniform conditions. The magnitude of Umax, as can be seen in Figure 4a , shows a general decreasing trend when the flow enters the bend, reaches its minimum at cross-section 90°, and then turns to increase in the crosssections well after the bend. At cross-section +1.0, however, Umax exhibits an unexpected rise over that in the straight inflow reach. This phenomenon may be due to the sudden change of the water level, which creates a positive stream-wise gradient near the outer bank and a negative one near the inner bank.
From the vertical position of Umax in Figure 4b , one can see that the maximum velocity occurs at the water surface in both the straight inflow and outflow reaches. In the channel bend, however, the flow sinks, resulting in a submersion of the maximum velocity well below the water surface. This is particularly noticeable in the central reach of the bend (60°-169°). After the bend, cross-section +1.0 witnesses a rise of water surface followed by a gradual decrease.
The change in the span-wise position of Umax, in Figure 4c , is consistent with established knowledge of curved flows. The flow starts to go toward the inner bank at cross-sections −0.9 and 10°, turns to the outer bank in the rest of the bend, and keeps left-deviated even in the straight outflow reach. It is interesting that the maximum deviation occurs at cross-section +1.0, i.e., 1.0 meter away from the bend exit. This indicates that the flow needs a sufficiently long way to re-establish itself to uniform conditions. To further illustrate the asymmetry of the flow, we introduced another parameter, m, as the horizontal position where the flow discharge is split fifty−fifty. The result is shown in Figure 5 . A comparison of Figure 4c and Figure 5 indicates that the change of m in the stream-wise direction is similar to that of n/B, except in the reach from cross-section +3.3 to cross-section +5.0, where the increase of magnitude (Figure 4a ) plays a more important role rather than the deflection of position ( Figure 5 ).
Both Figure 4 and Figure 5 reveal that the flow needs a long distance after exiting the bend to reestablish itself, and the curvature has a significant influence not only on the deflection, but also on the magnitude of Umax. For field engineering and numerical simulation of curved flows, such complexity needs in-depth consideration. To further illustrate the asymmetry of the flow, we introduced another parameter, m, as the horizontal position where the flow discharge is split fifty−fifty. The result is shown in Figure 5 . A comparison of Figures 4c and 5 indicates that the change of m in the stream-wise direction is similar to that of n/B, except in the reach from cross-section +3.3 to cross-section +5.0, where the increase of magnitude (Figure 4a ) plays a more important role rather than the deflection of position ( Figure 5 ).
Both Figures 4 and 5 reveal that the flow needs a long distance after exiting the bend to re-establish itself, and the curvature has a significant influence not only on the deflection, but also on the magnitude of U max . For field engineering and numerical simulation of curved flows, such complexity needs in-depth consideration. 
Secondary Flow Characteristics
Surface Topography
Based on the measured water depth data from 25 cross-sections, the topography of the water surface in the entire channel was obtained, as shown in Figure 6 . Note that the contour represents a subtraction of 6 cm from actual measurement data. The presence of tilting water surface is a typical feature at channel bends. As expected, a transverse slope was found in the curved flow, i.e., it maintains a negligibly small presence in the straight inflow reach, becomes evident when the flow enters the bend, and reduces to nearly zero immediately after the bend. Within the bend, the outer banks witness a higher transverse slope than the inner bank. The difference in magnitude of transverse slope between the outer and inner banks diminishes in the last third of the bend as the water surface turns to be linear.
The transverse slope depends on a combination of factors, e.g., the incoming flow, the geometry of the bend, and the tail gate. When these factors vary, the transverse slope may display seemingly inconsistent characteristics. For instance, in their experimental and numerical study of a 90° bend with a short exit, Gholami et al. [21] reported a higher degree of surface tilting closer to the inner bank rather than the outer bank, a finding that is contradictory to the present result. In the straight reach of the curved open channel, Blanckaert [7] revealed a significantly larger transverse slope than the present study. Such differences indicate the dependence of flow characteristics on the bend geometry as well as the length of inflow/outflow reaches. If the inflow/outflow characteristics cannot be exactly specified, flow in the bend may exhibit significant variations which hinder verification and calibration of numerical schemes. 
Secondary Flow Characteristics
Surface Topography
Based on the measured water depth data from 25 cross-sections, the topography of the water surface in the entire channel was obtained, as shown in Figure 6 . Note that the contour represents a subtraction of 6 cm from actual measurement data. 
Secondary Flow Characteristics
Surface Topography
The transverse slope depends on a combination of factors, e.g., the incoming flow, the geometry of the bend, and the tail gate. When these factors vary, the transverse slope may display seemingly inconsistent characteristics. For instance, in their experimental and numerical study of a 90° bend with a short exit, Gholami et al. [21] reported a higher degree of surface tilting closer to the inner bank rather than the outer bank, a finding that is contradictory to the present result. In the straight reach of the curved open channel, Blanckaert [7] revealed a significantly larger transverse slope than the present study. Such differences indicate the dependence of flow characteristics on the bend geometry as well as the length of inflow/outflow reaches. If the inflow/outflow characteristics cannot be exactly specified, flow in the bend may exhibit significant variations which hinder verification and calibration of numerical schemes. The presence of tilting water surface is a typical feature at channel bends. As expected, a transverse slope was found in the curved flow, i.e., it maintains a negligibly small presence in the straight inflow reach, becomes evident when the flow enters the bend, and reduces to nearly zero immediately after the bend. Within the bend, the outer banks witness a higher transverse slope than the inner bank. The difference in magnitude of transverse slope between the outer and inner banks diminishes in the last third of the bend as the water surface turns to be linear.
The transverse slope depends on a combination of factors, e.g., the incoming flow, the geometry of the bend, and the tail gate. When these factors vary, the transverse slope may display seemingly inconsistent characteristics. For instance, in their experimental and numerical study of a 90 • bend with a short exit, Gholami et al. [21] reported a higher degree of surface tilting closer to the inner bank rather than the outer bank, a finding that is contradictory to the present result. In the straight reach of the curved open channel, Blanckaert [7] revealed a significantly larger transverse slope than the present study. Such differences indicate the dependence of flow characteristics on the bend geometry as well as the length of inflow/outflow reaches. If the inflow/outflow characteristics cannot be exactly specified, flow in the bend may exhibit significant variations which hinder verification and calibration of numerical schemes. Figure 7 shows the change of the transverse slope along the channel. Note that for each cross-section the transverse slope (in degree) was calculated based on the water depth difference between the outer and inner banks. Figure 7 shows the change of the transverse slope along the channel. Note that for each crosssection the transverse slope (in degree) was calculated based on the water depth difference between the outer and inner banks.
In the bend, as we can see, the transverse slope increases quickly and remains at about 0.6 degrees until the end of the bend. At cross-section 120°, the transverse slope reaches its maximum, about 0.8 degrees. In the straight reaches of the channel, as has been generally acknowledged, the transverse slopes are distinctly smaller. Interestingly, Sw remains positive in the inflow reach and becomes negative in the outflow reach. A positive Sw in the inflow reach is inconsistent with the water tilting in the bend. A negative Sw in the outflow reach is possibly due to the redistribution of flux and transfer of momentum.
Secondary Flow and Vice Cells
Vice cells of secondary circulation are visible in the experiments. This is critical in the investigation of the number and position of secondary flow.
The cross-section-averaged magnitude of vorticity along the flow is shown in Figure 8 . Note that the vorticity is normalized by water depth H and cross-section-averaged stream-wise velocity Uf. In the bend, a gradual increase of transverse circulation is recognized, followed by a decrease. The maximum value occurs at cross-section 60°. The decrease is not distinct after cross-section +3.3. Similar findings have been reported by Rovovikii [42] , Blanckaert [31] , and Roca et al. [14] .
It is interesting that the vorticity reaches its peak at cross-section 60° rather than at 90°, and it keeps roughly constant until 169°. Force analysis below helps to explain this phenomenon.
Within a curved channel, secondary circulation occurs as a result of local imbalance between the inward-directed pressure gradient force, −1⁄(ρ•∂p/∂n), and the outward-directed centrifugal force, u 2 /r, as shown in Figure 9 . The blue areas in Figure 9 represent the local force imbalance which corresponds to the last term in the simplified transverse momentum equation [12] . In the bend, as we can see, the transverse slope increases quickly and remains at about 0.6 degrees until the end of the bend. At cross-section 120 • , the transverse slope reaches its maximum, about 0.8 degrees.
In the straight reaches of the channel, as has been generally acknowledged, the transverse slopes are distinctly smaller. Interestingly, S w remains positive in the inflow reach and becomes negative in the outflow reach. A positive S w in the inflow reach is inconsistent with the water tilting in the bend. A negative S w in the outflow reach is possibly due to the redistribution of flux and transfer of momentum.
The cross-section-averaged magnitude of vorticity along the flow is shown in Figure 8 . Note that the vorticity is normalized by water depth H and cross-section-averaged stream-wise velocity U f .
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Within a curved channel, secondary circulation occurs as a result of local imbalance between the inward-directed pressure gradient force, −1⁄(ρ·∂p/∂n), and the outward-directed centrifugal force, u 2 /r, as shown in Figure 9 . The blue areas in Figure 9 represent the local force imbalance which corresponds to the last term in the simplified transverse momentum equation [12] . Obviously, the secondary flow is basically proportional to the local imbalance, which depends on the profile of the stream-wise velocity distribution along the vertical direction and the transverse pressure gradient [4] . The advective momentum transport by the cross-circulation cell brings down the stream-wise velocities in the upper part of the water column and enhances them in the lower part [4, 16] . When the stream-wise velocity becomes more evenly distributed along the vertical, the outward centrifugal force will decrease in the upper part and increase in the lower side, as can be seen in Figure 9b . As a result, the intensity of circulation is reduced. There occurs, as it was, a "selfbreaking" of circulation. Figure 10 shows the pattern of the stream-wise vorticity and the cross-stream motions in ten cross-sections. The color map represents the vorticity in two senses of rotation, i.e., positive for anticlockwise and negative for clockwise. It is worth noting that the flow takes a relatively long distance for the circulation to decay after exiting the bend. Obviously, the secondary flow is basically proportional to the local imbalance, which depends on the profile of the stream-wise velocity distribution along the vertical direction and the transverse pressure gradient [4] . The advective momentum transport by the cross-circulation cell brings down the stream-wise velocities in the upper part of the water column and enhances them in the lower part [4, 16] . When the stream-wise velocity becomes more evenly distributed along the vertical, the outward centrifugal force will decrease in the upper part and increase in the lower side, as can be seen in Figure 9b . As a result, the intensity of circulation is reduced. There occurs, as it was, a "self-breaking" of circulation. Figure 10 shows the pattern of the stream-wise vorticity and the cross-stream motions in ten cross-sections. The color map represents the vorticity in two senses of rotation, i.e., positive for anticlockwise and negative for clockwise. It is worth noting that the flow takes a relatively long distance for the circulation to decay after exiting the bend. Obviously, the secondary flow is basically proportional to the local imbalance, which depends on the profile of the stream-wise velocity distribution along the vertical direction and the transverse pressure gradient [4] . The advective momentum transport by the cross-circulation cell brings down the stream-wise velocities in the upper part of the water column and enhances them in the lower part [4, 16] . When the stream-wise velocity becomes more evenly distributed along the vertical, the outward centrifugal force will decrease in the upper part and increase in the lower side, as can be seen in Figure 9b . As a result, the intensity of circulation is reduced. There occurs, as it was, a "selfbreaking" of circulation. Figure 10 shows the pattern of the stream-wise vorticity and the cross-stream motions in ten cross-sections. The color map represents the vorticity in two senses of rotation, i.e., positive for anticlockwise and negative for clockwise. It is worth noting that the flow takes a relatively long distance for the circulation to decay after exiting the bend. In cross-section −4.5, one can see that the radial velocity components of the transverse circulation are all oriented to the inner bank. Similar results were also obtained by Gholami et al. [20] and Rozovskii [42] . This one-way radial flow leads to asymmetric velocity distributions, which are consistent with the inner-bank deflection of the stream-wise velocity (Figure 4) . Accordingly, the high-velocity zone deviates toward the inner bank at the beginning of the bend.
The changing patterns of the secondary flow are illustrated by the streamlines in Figure 10 . As can be seen, circulation appears before the flow enters the bend. The commencement of circulation can be recognized at cross-section −0.9 where the velocity vectors are generally oriented to the inner bank, but a visible circulation cell occurs in the outer-bank region near the bed. This finding is contradictory to the conclusion made by Gholami et al. [20] , that no secondary flow exists at the entry of channel bends.
At cross-sections 38 • , 60 • , 90 • , 120 • , 169 • , and +1.0, a large secondary cell presents across each cross-section and a counter-rotating weaker cell is also identified. These results are consistent with previous findings in both laboratory and field experiments, e.g., Einstein and Harder [43] , Rozovskii [42] , de Vriend [16] , Bridge [44] , and Blanckaert et al. [45] . When it rotates, the large secondary cell will transport sediment from the outer bank (where erosion occurs) to the inner bank (where deposition develops) of the bend. The presence of the small counter-rotating cell, in contrast, will attenuate such transportation process and help to protect the bank.
A comparison of cross-sections 10 • and 38 • reveals a dramatic change in the pattern of the rotating cell. This indicates a fast development of secondary flow in the entry of the bend due to the centrifugal acceleration. At cross-section 10 • , the circulation is unique, with a large outer bank cell in the middle of the water depth. This is closely related to the fact that cross-section 10 • is the only cross-section whose U max is close to the inner bank and the core area of the contour (U) deflects to the inner bank (see Figure 3) .
A closer look at cross-section 60 • shows that near the outer bank, two small circulations occur with different rotation senses, one below the water surface (denoted the third cell) and the other close to the channel bed. This is probably due to the strong dip and deflection of the core of stream-wise velocity (Figures 3 and 4) . The mechanism underlying the circulation is complicated by the effect of turbulence anisotropy near the outer bank. Actually, the U max at cross-section 60 • is located near the bed at n/B = 0.3 and z/H = 0.4 (Figure 3) , where the big central region separates from the two small outer bank circulation cells.
The third cell occurring at cross-section 60 • seems to decay in the following cross-sections and totally disappears at about 90 • . This anisotropy generates a stream-wise vorticity of the additional secondary circulation moment, and thus enhances the tendency of the secondary circulation to split up and recur at cross-section +1.0. As the identification of such a small cell requires measurement with high spatial resolution, few previous studies have succeeded in providing detailed information.
The presence of an additional small cell at cross-sections 60 • and +1.0 is closely related to the role of the kinetic energy fluxes from turbulence to the mean flow on the generation of the outer bank cell. The results in this paper may help to gain more insight into the kinetic energy transportation.
The outer-bank cell provides a buffer layer that protects the outer bank from any influence of the center-region cell and keeps the core of U max a certain distance from the bank (Figure 3) . At cross-section +1.0, the outer bank cell is very weak, failing to provide a good protection. This phenomenon agrees well with the stream-wise velocity distribution, in that the bulk flow deflects to the outer bank significantly (Figure 4c) .
As general knowledge, the outer bank of a bend is more susceptible to erosion. However, the present results, consistent with those of Rovovikii [42] , indicate that the most erosion-prone area is the concave bank near the exit from the bend at cross-section +1.0, where a sudden increase in U max and an attenuation of the counter-rotating cell significantly enhances the erosional force of the flow.
It is surprising that at cross-section +8.5, some weak circulations still exist. This, again, indicates the importance of the length of the straight outflow reach for the flow to re-establish itself.
Conclusions
The study reported velocity measurements for the experiments at 25 cross-sections in a U-shaped open channel, based on PIV technique. The PIV system was designed as one which is able to obtain quasi-three-dimensional velocities. The observations focused not only on the bend, but also on the straight inflow/outflow reaches which were designed to be sufficiently long. The velocity distribution, the maximum velocity path, the flow surface topography, and the secondary flow have been evaluated and analyzed. The following conclusions may be drawn:
(1) Streamlines in cross-sections show secondary flows of different patterns along the entire channel.
Both the curvature-induced secondary flow and weaker secondary flows, including vice cells, were recognized in the straight inflow/outflow reaches. (2) The maximum secondary flow occurs at the first half of the bend (cross-section 60 • ), and a "self-breaking" process was observed, which is consistent with previous studies. (3) The flow near the entry and exit of the bend is complex due to the sudden change of water surface. Flow redistribution also occurs in the straight inflow and outflow reaches, except the channel bend, indicating that the interaction between the main flow and secondary flow exists along the entire channel. If the inflow/outflow cannot be exactly specified, the flow in the bend may exhibit significant variations. 
